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The SolarWinds supply-chain attack1 has underlined the need for a deeper cybersecurity
understanding at the executive and the board level. Amidst a world of advanced persistent
threats that potentially lurk in most business environments invisible to surveillance tools, our
team at Woodside Capital Partners circled up to identify the key lessons to protect your
reputation and enterprise value in the face of the unknown.

The Need For Cyber Assurance
The SolarWinds attack highlights enormous opportunities for progressive companies to
continuously understand, monitor and protect themselves, their customers and their own
reputations. It starts with the understanding that you’re not alone in this; adversary states are
targeting companies like yours using the same set of tools. The question is whether you’re
better educated and equipped to defend, or counteract efficiently in the wake of these attacks.
More importantly, can you as an executive, advisor and investor call upon the right resources at
the right moment in time to triage and remediate threats before they damage your company’s
reputation?

Well informed executives are asking the question - do we have cyber assurance? The answer
across the boardroom must be a resounding Yes!

This report offers seven lessons for executives, advisors and investors on establishing best
practices towards cyber assurance in addressing similar challenges in the future. These
recommendations have been developed through decades of operational, and corporate
development experience in cybersecurity, cloud and infrastructure companies.

1

https://www.sans.org/blog/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-solarwinds-supply-chain-attack/
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Lesson One: Adopt a Security-first Versus a Compliance-first Mindset – Top Down
A security-first mindset implies that the executive leadership team and the board understand
the risks presented to that specific company. It also implies that the company understands the
risks it creates for its clients and partners. A compliance-first mindset on the other hand is a
race to just do the bare minimum to receive a passing grade. A compliance-first mindset is
regressive in that it measures your baseline on the day of, and provides you assurance for a
fixed amount of time in the future. Unfortunately, that is a failing strategy for cybersecurity
protection as threats are constantly evolving and becoming more sophisticated with state
adversaries at play. The executive leadership team along with the board needs to sign-off
quarterly on what the threat posture of your company is – both for itself as well as for the
clients of your company.

Lesson Two: Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) must be a Part of the
Executive Leadership Team, and Not Report into the Head of IT
Good CISOs are trained to think about ongoing threat vectors and evolving attack surfaces for
your business as a whole. This includes inadvertent data leakage from your customer facing
ranks, risks to customers from using your products, and your company’s risks in deploying
technologies for its own use. As a result, the CISO must touch all facets of the business and
have the range of influence as a line leader to necessitate change at an atomic level. The CISO
must be held accountable to ensure that her recommendations have percolated through the
ranks and that ongoing protection and risk exposure is measurable at any point of time. This
sounds onerous and can be political, but the liabilities you face as a result of attack you were
blindsided by and can’t contain could be devastating – temporarily in the capital markets and
permanently from a reputation standpoint.

Lesson Three: KPIs for CISOs must include Ongoing Protection and Remediation
It seems to be a common practice to fire a CISO as soon as a new breach is discovered on a
network, but this line of thinking is ineffective and archaic. Instead, it's the conversation around
the CISO’s responsibilities in the wake of a threat that needs to change. Empower the CISO with
a security budget that is in line with the company’s security gap. Also, measure her success not
just on the business uptime in a given quarter, but also on the awareness she has generated
within each faction of the business over time. Add to this mix KPIs around how the business will
respond to a threat that originates outside the realm of your own organization like the
SolarWinds case. Model that behavior and its impact to your clients, and your reputation and
subsequently your valuation/stock price. Give the CISO the latitude to affect her remediation
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strategies before finding a new body in the same seat. Swapping CISOs without KPIs around
remediation will invariably have diminishing returns.

Lesson Four: A Trusted Solution Provider/Partner does Not Imply a Secure Partner
The SolarWinds supply-chain attack has proved that threats can be outside the control of your
own best security practices. In essence, no partner is a secure partner no matter how big the
company and how reputable their security practices. Creating an “air-gapped” network on
which new products are incubated can mitigate threat infiltration through trusted partner
solutions. This ties back to the point above regarding the KPIs for CISOs around ongoing
protection of all solutions – home grown or procured.

Lesson Five: Compromising Security is the Wrong Lever for Increasing Profitability
We foresee a key valuation metric for a company being its security posture assessment value –
a cyber grade. The cyber grade being measured on the technology and training investments for
ongoing protection policies of the company’s own assets as well as the risks to the company’s
clients and partners. A key factor in this cyber grade will also be the remediation efforts that
the company has already put in place in the face of prior threats and the time taken to respond
(weighted by the severity of the threat). The higher the cyber grade, the higher the valuation of
that company. Private Equity (PE) firms specializing in cybersecurity companies should pay
greater attention to the cyber grades of their portfolio companies, and not forsake them for
profitability in the short run. Our recommendation to the approximately 5000 privately held
cybersecurity companies is to create a version of their cyber-grade which summarizes their
continuous commitment to cybersecurity and engagement at their executive leadership team
level to realize these outcomes. In the absence of an industry wide standard, it’s easier to
define a baseline set of guidelines that the executive leadership team and the board can
showcase, which differentiates them as a security-first company.

Lesson Six: Cyber Insurance needs a Closer Look at the Board Level
Most cyber insurance policies provide coverage for financial losses resulting from a data breach
or unauthorized access or disclosure of personal or protected information. Some insurance
companies offer additional endorsements or specific policy provisions and coverage for losses
caused by various other means such as social engineering (i.e., a breach caused by phishing),
specific coverage for credit card losses, and denial-of-service attacks, such as ransomware, and
more. But a supply-chain attack such as this one changes the playing field. This can’t be written
off as an Act-of-God since there are real perpetrators causing harm to a business outside the
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control of manageable tools that a prudent person could use. The CISO must engage the board
to mandate new cyber insurance policies that include exposure to malicious state actors and
supply chain attacks. These policies must span a wider range of time as subsequent widespread
damages from these threats can extend into many months and years after an attack. The cyber
insurance industry is at the brink of change now.

Lesson Seven: Continuous Reputation Protection
Despite best efforts, a breach can hit your company at any time and it can have a tangible
impact on your business whether you’re an acquirer or a target. The obvious questions here are
-

Does SolarWinds take the hit in this case?

-

Does Microsoft suffer because its source code was exposed because they used the
SolarWinds Orion software?

-

Can SolarWinds regain back its lost reputation?

-

Will Microsoft be a good acquirer for security companies?

The answer lies in the continuous actions the executive leadership team and the board have
taken to showcase that cybersecurity is a core differentiator for their company - security first,
cyber grades. That they’ve learned from their own mistakes and the mistakes of others to
continuously enhance the company’s threat posture, and reduce attack surfaces for itself and
its clients. This includes better cyber insurance coverage and better remediation policies from
the company to its clients. Importantly highlight that the company continues to invest and
educate its workforce about cybersecurity. Essentially if the company has created cyber
assurance for itself and can pass it on to its clients and partners, it’ll be better placed to protect
its reputation in the long run.

As a CEO, an advisor or an investor, you can drive real reputational value with the cyber
assurance of your companies. Cyber assurance will become a competitive differentiator for
time to come.
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Taking the First Step towards Cyber Assurance
We wanted to highlight some growth stage companies that offer the building blocks of a holistic
cyber assurance strategy. These companies cover the following segments: risk management,
threat remediation, and cyber insurance.
Company Name

Description

Website

At-Bay

Proactive risk management and cyber insurance platform

www.at-bay.com

Axio

Helps organizations understand cybersecurity exposure, calculate

www.axio.com

risk and make data-driven decisions
BitSight

Security rating platform to manage internal and vendor risk

www.bitsight.com

Cyber risk management platform intended to detect, predict, and act

www.caveonix.com

Technologies
Caveonix

on security threats.
Censys

Attack surface and threat management

www.censys.io

CloudCover

Cyber security platform offers protection from data breaches by

www.cloudcover.net

utilizing real time risk scoring.
Coalition

Holistic cyber insurance and risk management platform

www.coalitioninc.com

Corvus

Commercial insurance data analytics platform designed to improve

www.corvusinsurance.com

risk selection and management.
Cowbell Cyber

Underwriting platform designed to map threats and quantify

www.cowbell.insure

insurable risk exposure.
Cyber Fortress

Cyber insurance for small businesses.

www.cyberfortress.com

Cyberwrite

Real-time on-demand cyber risk assessment of any business.

www.cyberwrite.com

Cyble

Digital footprint and dark web mapping solution

www.cyble.io

Emergynt

Digital risk management platform designed to protect enterprises

www.emergynt.com

before being attacked.
FortifyData

Cyber risk analysis platform offers vendor risk assessment and

www.fortifydata.com

monitoring, network vulnerability management, and historical data
breach record checks
Gradient Cyber

Cloud-based cyber defense platform intended to detect and

www.gradientcyber.com

eliminate cyber risks and maintain data privacy.
InnoSec

Cyber risk management software designed to protect business'

www.storm.innosec.com

virtual assets such as systems, data, business processes and
technology.
Kenna Security

Risk management and threat remediation platform

www.kennasecurity.com

LitLingo

Enterprise platform intended for companies to leverage their own

www.litlingo.com

data to reduce risk.
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Maxxsure

Quantification platform designed to identify, assess, score,

www.maxxsure.com

communicate and provide cyber insurance analytics.
Measured

Insurance for protection against ransomware.

www.measuredinsurance.com

Intelligent threat blocking and agentless auditing for cyber insurance

www.netshieldcorp.com

Analytics and
Insurance
Netshield

compliance.
Paladin Cyber

Cyber security software platform offers phishing simulation, public

www.meetpaladin.com

Wi-Fi protection, inbox protection, password management and cyber
liability insurance
RiskLens

A cyber risk management platform designed to manage cyber risk

www.risklens.com

from a business perspective.
Zeguro

Cyber insurance services intended to offer a holistic cyber risk

www.zeguro.com

management system.
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ABOUT WOODSIDE CAPITAL PARTNERS
Woodside Capital Partners is the go-to advisor for tech companies for M&A and capital
raising in the $30M-$500M segment.
We’ve worked with the best entrepreneurs and investors since 2001, and provide ultrapersonalized service to our select clients. Our team has global vision and reach, and completed
hundreds of successful engagements from straightforward to very complex. All of our partners,
managing directors and executive directors are sector experts with decades of experience.
We provide deep industry knowledge and extensive domain experience in the following
sectors: Artificial Intelligence, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, Cloud/Enterprise Software,
Cybersecurity, Digital Entertainment & Lifestyle, Health Tech, Internet of Things, LiDAR, Video
Analytics, Marketing Technology, Networking / Infrastructure, Robotics.
Woodside Capital Partners is a specialist in cross-border transactions, with extensive
relationships among venture capitalists, investors and corporate executives from global 1000
companies.
WCP Silicon Valley - HQ
2650 Birch St, Suite 100
Palo Alto, California 94303

WCP San Diego
7514 Girard, Suite 1
La Jolla, CA 92037

WCP London
Riverbank House
2 Swan Lane
London EC4R 3TT, UK
WCP Zürich
Neunbrunnenstrasse 116e
Zürich, 8050, Switzerland
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THE WOODSIDE CAPITAL PARTNERS TEAM

Kelly Porter

Rudy Burger

Tricia Salinero

Nishant Jadhav

Shusaku Sumida

Jon Thomas

Mark Bagley

Andrew Bright

Asli Aras PhD

Juliesta Sylvester PhD

Ron Heller

Sean Schickedanz

Lead Managing Partner
Artificial Intelligence
Customer-facing tech

Managing Director
AI Semiconductors
Japan

Managing Director
Health Tech

Managing Partner
Autonomous Vehicles
Computer Vision

Managing Director
Special Situations

Managing Director
Health Tech

Managing Partner
Cloud/Infra Software
EdTech

Managing Director
Cloud/Infra Software
Robotics

Managing Director
HR Tech
Customer-facing tech

Managing Director
Cybersecurity, Cloud/infra
Software

Managing Director
Industrial Automation
IoT

Executive Director
Clean Energy/Cyber
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Jon Shalowitz

Ryan Phipps

Katie Elizabeth

Amita Sachdeva

Managing Director

Marketing

Managing Director
eCommerce

Sam Sirell
Associate

Michael Kanehann
Analyst

Accounting
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Disclaimer:
The Information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Woodside Capital Securities, LLC. This report is intended only for the
personal and confidential use of the designated recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient of this report you are hereby notified that
any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this report is strictly prohibited. This report is published solely for information purposes,
and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any state where such an offer or solicitation
would be illegal. Other than disclosures relating to Woodside Capital Securities, LLC the information herein is based on sources we believe to be
reliable but is not guaranteed by us and does not purport to be a complete statement or summary of the available data. Any opinions expressed
herein are statements of our judgment on this date and are subject to change without notice. Periodic updates may be provided on
companies/industries based on company specific developments or announcements, market conditions or any other publicly available
information.
Important Disclosures:
Woodside Capital Securities, LLC is not a market maker in any securities mentioned in this report.
Woodside Capital Securities, LLC its officers and employees may from time to time acquire, hold, or sell a position in the securities mentioned in
this report.
Woodside Capital Securities, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA (www.finra.org) and SIPC (www.sipc.org).
Woodside Capital Securities, LLC is an affiliate of Woodside Capital Partners International, LLC.
One or more of the companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Woodside Capital Securities, LLC, or Woodside Capital Partners
International, LLC.

Questions? Contact Katie Elizabeth, Head of Marketing, Woodside Capital Partners at
katie.elizabeth@woodsidecap.com
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